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The central role of muscle stem cells in regenerative failure 
with aging
Helen M Blau1, Benjamin D Cosgrove2,3 & Andrew T V Ho1,3

Skeletal muscle mass, function, and repair capacity all 
progressively decline with aging, restricting mobility, 
voluntary function, and quality of life. Skeletal muscle repair 
is facilitated by a population of dedicated muscle stem 
cells (MuSCs), also known as satellite cells, that reside in 
anatomically defined niches within muscle tissues. In adult 
tissues, MuSCs are retained in a quiescent state until they 
are primed to regenerate damaged muscle through cycles of 
self-renewal divisions. With aging, muscle tissue homeostasis 
is progressively disrupted and the ability of MuSCs to repair 
injured muscle markedly declines. Until recently, this decline 
has been largely attributed to extrinsic age-related alterations 
in the microenvironment to which MuSCs are exposed. 
However, as highlighted in this Perspective, recent reports 
show that MuSCs also progressively undergo cell-intrinsic 
alterations that profoundly affect stem cell regenerative 
function with aging. A more comprehensive understanding of 
the interplay of stem cell–intrinsic and extrinsic factors will 
set the stage for improving cell therapies capable of restoring 
tissue homeostasis and enhancing muscle repair in the aged.

In 1865, Claude Bernard first termed the “Milieu intérieur,” later called 
homeostasis by Walter Bradford Cannon, as the key process by which 
the stability of an organism’s internal environment is maintained, 
irrespective of the varying external influences it encounters. Within 
tissues, homeostasis is a dynamic process governed by multicellular 
communication that is necessary to adapt and maintain function in 
fluctuating circumstances1. In the context of skeletal muscle tissue, 
homeostatic interactions between MuSCs, other resident cells, and the 
tissue microenvironment govern adult skeletal muscle growth during 
normal development. We propose that tissue homeostasis is funda-
mental to proper muscle regeneration in response to damage and is 
regulated by a delicate balance of temporally coordinated cellular inter-
actions and effectors, and molecular feedback circuits in which MuSCs 
have a central role.

Throughout adulthood, MuSCs, which are generally characterized 
by expression of the myogenic transcription factor Pax7 (ref. 2), are 
retained in a mitotically and metabolically quiescent state3,4. MuSCs, 
often referred to as satellite cells, are located in a protected membrane-
enclosed niche between the basal lamina and plasma membrane of the 
mature contractile multinucleated myofiber. In response to myofiber 
damage, cytokines and growth factors in the tissue milieu transiently 
activate MuSCs. Subsequently, MuSCs undergo multiple rounds of self-
renewing divisions that are essential to their function in regeneration, 
as demonstrated by transplantation, genetic ablation, and lineage trac-
ing experiments5–12. In healthy muscle tissues, feedback mechanisms 
ensure that asymmetric self-renewing divisions yield sufficient numbers 
of fusion-competent muscle progenitor cells that contribute to myofiber 
repair, and uncommitted stem cells that remain in the satellite cell posi-
tion in a quiescent state and serve as a MuSC reservoir13–16. This homeo-
static relationship ensures that the successive regenerative demands that 
occur throughout adulthood can be met.

During aging, there is a striking decline in muscle regenerative func-
tion. This Perspective focuses on the central role of MuSCs in this pro-
cess (Fig. 1). In adult muscles, MuSCs are essential for efficient repair 
of tissue damage. When MuSCs are conditionally ablated, even in aged 
mice, muscle repair is defective17. The regenerative function of MuSCs 
is regulated by their interaction with components of their extrinsic tissue 
microenvironment or ‘niche,’ including systemic proteins and localized 
structural and soluble factors that affect cell cycle and transcriptional 
regulation18 and alter muscle biomechanical properties and contractile 
forces19,20. These extrinsic factors derive from the myofiber itself, from 
immune cells, from fibrogenic and adipogenic cells within muscle tissue, 
and from the circulation. In parallel, cell-intrinsic alterations in signal 
transduction, cell cycle regulators, transcription factor profiles and epi-
genetic signatures are propagated through self-renewing divisions and 
accumulate in aged MuSCs.

Recent elucidation of cell-intrinsic alterations have been enabled by 
technological advances including improved methods of MuSC purifica-
tion6,9,10,21–24, generation of new transgenic mouse models for MuSC 
lineage tracing5,25–27 and deletion17,28, more sensitive assessments of 
regenerative function by bioluminescence imaging10,29, and generation 
of bioengineered niches that support MuSC function in long-term cul-
ture29–31. With these insights, we posit a new model of defective skeletal 
muscle repair during aging, which places the MuSC itself at the center of 
the progressive changes that disrupt muscle tissue homeostasis to limit 
stem cell self-renewal and regenerative function. We propose that during 
aging, a shift in the balance of extrinsic influences in conjunction with 
accumulated heritable intrinsic changes within MuSCs alters muscle tissue 
homeostasis, so that ultimately the needs for regeneration cannot be met.
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MuSC regenerative capacity after injury. In contrast, a second study 
reported GDF11 levels do not decrease with aging and that GDF11 
supplementation in injured aged mice interferes with muscle repair43. 
Mature GDF11 shares 90% amino acid homology45 with myostatin 
(GDF8), another TGF-b superfamily member, which has a well-doc-
umented role in decreasing muscle mass and interfering with muscle 
repair. GDF11 and myostatin activate the same signaling pathways 
(SMAD2/3, p38 MAPK, and ERK) via the type IIB activin receptor 
(ActRIIB)46. Importantly, there are monomeric (12.5 kDa) and dimeric 
(25 kDa) forms of both myostatin and GDF11, which were not distin-
guished using the cross-reacting antibodies in these studies42,43. The 
first study42 focused on the monomeric forms of GDF11 and myostatin 
and showed that they cumulatively decrease in abundance in serum 
with aging42,44. The second study43 confirmed this observation, but also 
examined the active and more abundant dimeric forms and showed 
that they cumulatively increase with aging. This dimeric form was not 
assessed in the original study44.

An important caveat to these reports is that the regulation of the 
TGF-b superfamily of proteins, including the systemically delivered 
recombinant GDF11, can be complicated by time and dose-dependent 

Extrinsic influences on muscle stem cell function with aging
Evidence from parabiotic mice. Grafting experiments, in which por-
tions of intact muscle tissues are heterochronically transplanted between 
young and aged mice, provided the first indication that the chronological 
age of the muscle microenvironment exerts a profound influence on 
muscle regenerative capacity32. Aged muscle tissues grafted into muscles 
of young rats exhibit increased muscle mass and contractile strength, 
and the converse is true for young grafts into aged hosts. Not only is the 
function of grafted muscle cells defective, but angiogenesis and innerva-
tion of the grafted muscle are also markedly impaired in aged hosts33.

Experiments using a heterochronic parabiosis model rekindled strong 
interest in the influence of the microenvironment on regeneration34,35. 
When young (2–6 months) and aged (18–26 months) mice are conjoined 
and their circulatory systems are shared, the muscles of aged mice in 
such heterochronic parabiotic pairs exhibit a more robust regenera-
tive response to local injury than do aged mice in isochronic pairs34,35. 
Conversely, regeneration of muscles in young mice is impaired when 
exposed to an aged circulation34. A caveat of these experiments is that 
young and aged mice in parabionts are stressed by their forced connec-
tion, and the observed systemic changes occur in the complex milieu of 
chronic inflammation36. Heterochronic parabiosis experiments first sug-
gested that factors are present in the circulation of young mice capable 
of rejuvenating muscle repair in aged mice.

Localized and systemic factors. In aged mice, regenerative defects 
have been pinpointed as arising from signaling pathways governed by 
microenvironmental factors that are dysregulated in aging (Fig. 2). In 
response to damage, MuSCs in the niches of young muscles are exposed 
to a sequence of localized and systemic cytokines, growth factors, and 
hormones derived from immune cells, fibro-adipogenic progenitors 
(FAPs), fibroblasts, and myofibers. Transient, temporally controlled 
exposure of MuSCs to these cell types and factors facilitates regen-
eration and re-establishes a quiescent MuSC reservoir to meet future 
regenerative needs. By contrast, MuSCs in aged niches are exposed to 
dysregulated signals that lead to a loss of MuSC quiescence and impair 
MuSC function in regeneration. For example, the Notch and Wnt path-
ways, which have crucial roles in muscle development and are tran-
siently activated in the regenerative process in healthy adult muscles37, 
are aberrantly regulated in aged muscles. Aged muscles exhibit decreased 
expression of the Notch ligand Delta-1 on the myofiber plasma mem-
brane38, which normally operates to activate Notch-mediated genes that 
are critical for MuSC activation and self-renewal39,40. MuSCs and their 
myogenic progeny are exposed to increased levels of circulating Wnt3a 
(wingless-type MMTV integration site family, member 3A) in aged 
mice34. Wnt3a stimulates b-catenin signaling, which induces undesir-
able fibrogenic differentiation of muscle stem and progenitor cells34, and 
also antagonizes Notch signaling37. Together, these dysregulated signals 
impair MuSC-mediated myofiber repair and stem cell self-renewal in 
aged tissues and lead to the generation of fibroblasts34. In addition, in 
young adult mice, the hormone oxytocin promotes muscle regenera-
tion, whereas in aged mice this hormone declines41. Targeting these cell-
extrinsic changes in aged mice, either through parabiosis and exposure 
to factors in young serum or, more directly, via ectopic activation of 
Notch signaling, inhibition of Wnt3a–b-catenin signaling, or oxytocin 
supplementation, partially restores MuSC-mediated muscle regenera-
tion34,37,38,41.

Recent studies have turned the spotlight on GDF11, a putative sys-
temic rejuvenation factor and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-b) 
superfamily member. Notably, results from two different groups on the 
function of GDF11 seem to be diametrically opposed42,43. One study42 
reported that circulating GDF11 levels decline with aging44 and that 
systemic administration of recombinant GDF11 to aged mice enhances 
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Figure 1  The role of MuSCS in tissue homeostasis with aging. In adult 
muscles, MuSCs are maintained in quiescence23. During muscle 
regeneration, MuSCs are transiently activated and self-renew to produce 
more stem cells and differentiated progeny, maintaining tissue homeostasis 
and repair capacity. Repair is initiated by tissue damage followed by a 
two-phase inflammatory response involving secretion of pro- and anti-
inflammatory cytokines66. ‘Extrinsic’ microenvironmental factors governing 
this process are provided by neighboring cells and from systemic sources23. 
Cytokines trigger the production of matrix degrading enzymes leading to 
extracellular matrix remodeling. These extrinsic stimuli converge to trigger 
intrinsic changes in MuSCs signaling, cell cycle, and transcriptional 
networks that regulate self-renewal and differentiation18. With aging, 
progressive cycles of damage and repair lead to a loss of homeostasis, 
resulting in depletion of quiescent MuSCs with self-renewal capacity, owing 
to changes in both extrinsic and instrinic factors, resulting in impaired 
muscle regeneration.
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numbers do not decrease appreciably until a highly advanced ‘geriatric’ 
age (>26 months) as determined by scoring of MuSCs in their anatomi-
cally defined niche in muscle tissue sections52,53. However, these stem 
cells have undergone extensive self-renewal divisions during the course 
of development and regeneration. Studies demonstrating that intrinsic 
changes lead to impaired MuSC function in regeneration with aging 
have largely been enabled by advances in the isolation of MuSCs to high 
purity by flow cytometry.

The development of transgenic reporter mice, such as the Pax3-GFP 
reporter mouse9 and later the Pax7-ZsGreen5 and Pax7-GFP14 mouse 
models, have been instrumental to the FACS isolation of MuSCs, as 
expression of the transcription factors Pax7 and Pax3 are hallmarks 
of adult MuSCs. Indeed, a study using the Pax3-GFP reporter mice 
revealed that transplanted FACS-isolated MuSCs home to the classic 
‘satellite cell niche’9, and hence constitute the satellite cells first identi-
fied by electron microscopy in 1961 (ref. 22). Further advances in MuSC 
isolation have revealed that this Pax7-expressing population can be 
enriched with high efficiency from any donor mouse strain by FACS 
with various combinations of antibodies to transmembrane proteins 
including CD34, a7-integrin, b1-integrin, syndecan-4, VCAM-1, and 
CXCR4 (refs. 6,9,10,21–24). The understanding of the dynamics of 
MuSC function over time in MuSC transplantation studies has been 
greatly facilitated by the use of a highly sensitive non-invasive biolu-
minescence imaging (BLI) technology10,29. By using BLI, single MuSCs 
isolated from transgenic mice that ubiquitously express a luciferase 

effects, due in part to attenuation by binding proteins and inhibitors 
such as follistatin47 and growth differentiation factor (GDF)-associated 
serum proteins-1 and 2 (GASPs)48. Both follistatin and GASPs inhibit 
the activities of GDF11 and myostatin; accordingly, follistatin (Fst)-
heterozygous47 and Gasp1-null or Gasp2-null48 mice have smaller 
muscles and increased GDF11 and myostatin bioactivity. This is con-
sistent with the phenotype of myostatin (Mstn)-null mice, which exhibit 
a massive increase in muscle mass49, in agreement with the causative role 
of a natural MSTN mutation in the remarkable ‘Belgian Blue’ double-
muscled cattle50. Intriguingly, adult Gdf11-null mice have no muscle 
defects51. Further experimentation to address the effect of GDF11 dos-
age and duration on regeneration is warranted, because transient and 
persistent regulators often have beneficial or deleterious consequences, 
respectively, especially in the course of aging (Fig. 2). More studies such 
as conditional Gdf11 loss- or gain-of-function experiments, postna-
tally and in specific tissues, are required to determine whether GDF11  
ameliorates MuSC regenerative function in aging.

Intrinsic changes in muscle stem cells with aging
Defining muscle stem cells. Decades ago, studies of myogenic progeni-
tors by numerous investigators indicated that their proliferative capac-
ity declines with increasing age of the donor, in agreement with recent 
findings that FACS-purified MuSCs show cell-intrinsic changes during 
aging. In mouse aging, a decline in MuSC regenerative capacity is evi-
dent well before a decline in MuSC numbers is apparent. Indeed MuSC 
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Figure 2  Extrinsic and intrinsic regulators of MuSC function are altered in aging. In young muscles, MuSCs are transiently activated after tissue damage by 
released inflammatory cytokines and growth factor signaling coordinated by immune cells, fibroblasts and FAPs. These factors dynamically stimulate MuSC 
regulatory pathways, including Delta–Notch, governing cell cycle and transcription control of MuSC fate, resulting in temporary activation and self-renewal, 
with homeostasis reached upon completion of myofiber repair through re-induction of stem cell quiescence, in part via activation of Sprouty, an inhibitor 
of FGF signaling23,37. The thickness of the arrow indicates strength of activation of the pathway in young and aged MuSCs. In aged muscles, self-renewal 
signals (for example, Delta38) diminish and inflammatory and fibrogenic signals are elevated and prolonged34,65, resulting in aberrant MuSC activation and 
loss of quiescence13,29,56. These changes with aging are commensurate with the onset of aberrant activation in the b-catenin, Stat3, FGF, p38a/b MAPK, 
and SMAD signaling pathways. By elderly ages, a subset of aged MuSCs become senescent29,56.
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by parabiosis and suggest that irrespective of extrinsic regulators there 
is a cell-autonomous ‘memory’ for the aged or rejuvenated MuSC state.

The cell-intrinsic dysfunction of the aged MuSC population arises 
from alterations in a combination of multiple signal transduction cas-
cades, which converge on a shared set of cell cycle kinases and myogenic 
differentiation factors. These changes include aberrant and cell-auton-
omous activation of the stress-associated p38a/b mitogen-activated 
protein kinase (MAPK) signaling axis, the growth factor-stimulated 
FGFR–Sprouty1 signaling axis, the cytokine-stimulated Jak2–Stat3 sig-
naling axis, and p16Ink4a (also known as Cdkn2a)–Rb cell cycle inhibi-
tors25,27,29,55,56 (Fig. 2). Depending on the ligand, p38a/b MAPK and 
Jak2–Stat3 signaling axes can negatively regulate MuSC self-renewal by 
restricting cell cycle progression and promoting myogenic differentiation 
through activation of commitment genes such as Myod1. Furthermore, 
aberrant p38a/b activity suppresses Pax7 expression through repres-
sive chromatin modifications57. Moreover, the MuSC reservoir is pro-
gressively depleted by disruption of the balance of MuSC asymmetric 
self-renewal, leading to stem cell divisions in which both daughter cells 
become committed7,58. A substantial fraction of MuSCs from aged and 
geriatric mice display a premature cellular senescence phenotype, caused 
by the aging-associated derepression of the cell cycle inhibitor p16Ink4a. 
Subsequently, Rb/E2F target genes are repressed56 and the resulting 
senescent cells are characterized by p16Ink4a and p21Cip1 expression and 
cell cycle arrest. Cumulatively, these cell autonomous alterations limit 
MuSC self-renewal and capacity for regeneration25,29,55,56.

transgene were shown to give rise to thousands of progeny, differentiate 
into myofibers, and self-renew upon re-injury10. These studies showed 
that MuSCs meet the definition of a tissue-specific stem cell as estab-
lished by the hematopoiesis field54.

Intrinsic alterations in aged muscle stem cells. The prospective iso-
lation methods described above enabled recent findings demonstrating 
that MuSCs from aged tissues accumulate intrinsic changes that lead to 
a reduction in self-renewal and repair capacity, relative to young tissues, 
when placed in equivalent in vivo repair settings22,25,29,55,56 (Fig. 3).  
MuSCs from young (typically 2–6 months), aged (18–26 months) or 
geriatric (26–32 months) mice were isolated and their self-renewal 
capacities compared either by stem cell re-isolation after the completion 
of repair in primary recipients or by serial transplantation into second-
ary recipients. MuSCs from older donors exhibited marked deficits both 
in self-renewal and expansion and in their contributions to mature myo-
fiber formation, the two hallmarks of stem cell function25,29,55,56. These 
findings have been demonstrated in multiple transplantation models, 
in which MuSCs from aged mice are injected into young uninjured or 
injured recipient muscles that were either wild-type or immunocom-
promised. Remarkably, stem cells derived from primary transplants of 
aged MuSCs remained severely defective in their ability to engraft and 
repair damaged muscle tissues in secondary young recipients (Fig. 3), 
demonstrating that prolonged exposure to a young muscle tissue envi-
ronment after transplantation is not sufficient to rejuvenate the aged 
MuSC population29,56. These results are in contrast with those obtained 
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Figure 3  Evidence in support of intrinsic ‘memory’ in aged and rejuvenated MuSC populations. (a) Rainbow colored circles represent the ability to 
regenerate. A heritable cell-intrinsic defect in regenerative capacity of aged MuSCs is evident upon serial transplantation into young recipients. Regenerative 
capacity remains poor even in a young tissue microenvironment25,29,55,56. (b) After treatment with various ex vivo ‘rejuvenating’ treatments perturbing 
p16Ink4a, Jak2–Stat3, or p38a/b MAPK activity and transplantation into a young muscle microenvironment25,29,56, aged MuSC cells are capable of efficient 
regeneration even in serial transplantation. Factors intrinsic and extrinsic (i.e., in the recipient microenvironment) to the rejuvenated aged MuSCs may 
corroborate to enhance regenerative capacity in this setting25,29,56. (c) Rejuvenation of aged muscle stem cells after ex vivo exposure to soft hydrogel 
substrate and a chemical p38a/b MAPK inhibitor co-treatment leads to robust transplantation even in an aged tissue microenvironment, leading to enhanced 
muscle strength29.
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damage. The macrophages induce a pro-inflammatory phase that in 
muscle entails secretion of cytokines such as IL-6, TNF-a and IFN-g, 
which promote myogenic cell proliferation. This phase is followed by 
an anti-inflammatory phase during which macrophages secrete TGF-
b, IGF-1 and IL-10, which facilitate myogenic differentiation55,67,68. 
Evidence for this biphasic immune response includes experiments using 
a transgenic CD11b–diphtheria toxin receptor mouse model, in which 
the kinetics of monocyte and macrophage elimination can be temporally 
controlled68. Accordingly, MuSCs in a young niche are exposed to a 
regulated sequence of inflammatory cytokines. These studies showed 
that the timing of inflammatory responses can have profound effects on 
the kinetics and extent of regeneration69, findings confirmed by experi-
ments using antibodies to block inflammatory cytokines70,71.

Although these inflammatory phases are normally transient, when 
these phases are not temporally coordinated, damage persists and regen-
eration is impaired65. The exposure of MuSCs in an aged niche with a pro-
gressively altered cytokine composition has deleterious effects on muscle 
tissue regeneration. Recent studies point to a role for the IL-6–Jak2–Stat3 
signaling axis in muscle regeneration25,27. Indeed, in geriatric mice (24–28 
months), IL-6 signaling has been shown to be elevated after injury, leading 
to muscle stem cell exhaustion and consequent muscle atrophy56. Thus, 
although a transient inflammatory response is beneficial to regeneration, 
the persistent inflammation that is characteristic of chronic muscle disease 
impedes regeneration65.

Several studies of MuSC function in muscle regeneration following 
injury indicate that MuSCs from aged mice (18–22 months) have stem 
cell–intrinsic defects25,29,55,56 (Fig. 3) that accrue before the depletion 
of MuSC numbers evident in geriatric mice13,56,72. These studies sug-
gest that inflammatory cytokines that normally regulate muscle injury 
responses contribute to stem cell dysregulation and exhaustion in aged 
tissues. Indeed, one of the signaling pathways that is progressively dis-
rupted in aged MuSCs is p38a/b MAPK, which is known to be down-
stream of TNF-a and IL-1 (refs. 27,56,57). Together, these findings 
show that intrinsic changes progressively accumulate in MuSCs dur-
ing aging, which affect their regenerative function25,29,55,56. Moreover, 
these changes are not altered by transplantation into a youthful or aged 
microenvironment and are heritably transmitted from the stem cells to 
their progeny29,56.

The impact of cellular interactions on muscle regeneration in aging
Muscle tissue comprises multiple cell types in addition to myofibers and 
stem cells. These cells can interact with each other to secrete potent com-
binations of trophic factors, cytokines and extracellular matrix (ECM) 
components that exert cell-autonomous (autocrine) effects or act on 
neighboring cells (paracrine effects). For example, paracrine signals 
released by neighboring cells in aged muscles are known to affect intrin-
sic mediators of muscle stem cell quiescence (Figs. 1 and 2). Notably, 
recent reports demonstrate that Sprouty1, a negative regulator of receptor 
tyrosine kinase signaling, attenuates FGF2–FGFR signaling13. As a result, 
MuSCs with elevated Sprouty1 levels remain quiescent. However, during 
aging, Sprouty1 expression dramatically declines in MuSCs, leading to a 
reduction in quiescent cells and increased activation. This effect is further 
exacerbated by an increase in FGF-2 secretion by the muscle fiber itself 
in aged muscle tissues. Aged and geriatric MuSCs secrete IL-18 and IL-6, 
respectively, which act in an autocrine manner to induce proliferation of 
the MuSC population25,56. As a result, in the course of aging, MuSCs shift 
from a quiescent phenotype to an over-activated phenotype characterized 
by persistent p38a/b MAPK activity that eventually leads to premature 
differentiation senescence and stem cell exhaustion25,29,55,56.

Senescent MuSCs. Senescent cells within muscle tissues have a pro-
found effect on the regenerative capacity of MuSCs. In aged muscle, 

In contrast to their essential contributions to muscle repair, the role 
of MuSCs in the pathogenesis of sarcopenia, an aging-associated muscle 
wasting disorder, is less clear. Conditional ablation of Pax7-expressing 
MuSCs from aged muscles neither accelerates nor slows muscle wast-
ing17,28. However, these findings are based on Pax7CreER-DTA models 
which do not completely ablate the MuSC population. The remaining 
MuSCs may be capable of extensive self-renewal or they may be senes-
cent and negatively impact muscle function. Indeed, sub-populations 
of senescent MuSCs marked by expression of p16Ink4a contribute to 
sarcopenic wasting and repair dysfunction characteristic of aged mus-
cles in the accelerated-aging BubR1 hypomorphic mouse model59,60. 
Conditional ablation of this p16Ink4a-expressing MuSC population and 
other senescent cells ameliorates muscle wasting, leading to improved 
performance in treadmill exercise tests60. These findings suggest that 
altering the function or phenotype of MuSCs in aged muscle tissue will 
enhance muscle repair29 and may also ameliorate sarcopenia61.

Counteracting intrinsic aging. Rejuvenation of the regenerative 
capacity of aged and geriatric MuSC populations can be achieved by 
biochemical or genetic inhibition of aberrantly regulated intrinsic 
MuSC signal transduction pathways, including the p38a/b MAPK, 
and Jak2–Stat3 signaling axes25,29,55,56. Notably lentivirally-mediated 
genetic knockdown of p16Ink4a (officially known as Cdkn2a) (ref. 56) 
or transient biochemical inhibition of p38a/b MAPK29 ex vivo halts 
progression toward senescence and facilitates rejuvenation of the aged 
MuSC population in mouse. In particular, the rejuvenation of MuSCs ex 
vivo can be achieved by growing MuSCs on a soft hydrogel substrate with 
muscle-like rigidity (Figs. 3 and 4) and transient treatment with a chemi-
cal inhibitor of p38a/b MAPK29. Thus, a combination of biophysical and 
biochemical cues is required to rejuvenate the aged MuSC population, 
suggesting that a synergistic interplay of extrinsic and intrinsic factors 
is necessary.

MuSCS do not simultaneously change with age. Instead, with aging, 
a shift toward a more heterogeneous, less regenerative MuSC popula-
tion is observed. This results from a progressive increase in the subset 
of MuSCs that is dysfunctional in regeneration with age. Determining 
the features that characterize functional MuSCs at any point in time and 
isolating that functional subset remains a challenge. Even in young mice, 
MuSCs differ and subsets of MuSC populations have enhanced potential 
for self-renewal14,62–64. Aged MuSC populations are characterized by an 
increased proportion with reduced clonal proliferation capacity, altered 
profiles of transcription factor expression evident in single-cell RT-PCR 
and microarray assays, elevated phosphorylated p38a/b MAPK, 
increased expression of the senescence marker p16Ink4a, and elevated 
cytokines and cytokine receptors13,14,16. Single-cell assays can resolve 
differences within heterogeneous populations. For example, single-cell 
tracking by time-lapse microscopy of clonal division kinetics revealed 
that only a subset of aged MuSCs respond to chemical inhibition of 
p38a/b MAPK, not the entire population29. These findings suggest that 
rejuvenation of the aged MuSC population results from an expansion 
of a subset of residual highly regenerative cells rather than a conver-
sion of dysfunctional cells to a functional cell state. Thus, rejuvenation 
strategies appear to overcome the prevalence of dysfunctional MuSCs 
within the aging population by augmenting a still-youthful subset. As 
a result, there is a shift in the aged MuSC population toward MuSCs 
with enhanced function, capable of restoring muscle homeostasis, and 
improving regeneration.

The role of inflammation in aged muscle regeneration. Upon injury 
to young adult muscle, in contrast to injury to aged muscles65, there 
is a temporally regulated acute and transient immune response that is 
critical to muscle regeneration66 (Fig. 2). Inflammatory cells, including 
neutrophils, eosinophils and macrophages, are recruited to the site of 
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progenitors (FAPs)75,76 have also been shown to impact MuSC func-
tion. MSCs secrete a number of Wnt ligands, and FAPs are known to 
secrete IL-6 (refs. 75,77). Under physiological conditions, FAPs remain 
quiescent but rapidly and transiently expand in response to acute muscle 
damage to facilitate myogenesis75 (Fig. 2). In part, the expansion of resi-
dent FAPs is mediated by the infiltration of eosinophils that secrete IL-4, 
which activates FAP proliferation78. Additionally, upon damage, macro-
phages infiltrate muscle tissue and mediate FAP clearance by inducing 
apoptosis via TNF-a secretion79. Similarly, fibroblasts have been shown 
to be required transiently during muscle regeneration. Genetic ablation 
of fibroblasts in muscle connective tissue via TCF4-mediated diphtheria 
toxin expression promotes MuSC differentiation, leading to depletion 
of stem cell niches, which impairs muscle regeneration80. Thus, when 
fibroblasts are appropriately regulated, they are beneficial to regenera-
tion, but when in excess, as seen in aged tissues, they are detrimental. 
Notably, when damage is chronic, as in muscles of mdx mice, the FAP 
population persists and differentiates into fibro-adipocytes presumably 
due to an increase in TGF-b1 (ref. 79). We postulate that upon injury in 
aged mice, a type 2 innate immune response is suppressed, leading to 
reduced IL-4 and IL-13 signaling which together with TGF-b1 further 
promotes FAPs to differentiate into fibro-adipocytes. Accordingly, in 
chronic injury, accumulation of non-myogenic cell populations such as 
FAPs and fibroblasts disrupts muscle tissue homeostasis and impedes 
muscle regeneration79,81,82. The dynamic regulation of cell types, cyto-
kines and growth factors is key to the maintenance of the stem cell niche, 
which impacts stem cell function. A shift in this delicate balance of tem-
porally coordinated cell types and regulators with aging could lead to 
MuSC malfunction and defective regeneration.

The effect of biophysical changes on muscle regeneration 
during aging
The status of the ECM affects mechanotransduction, which regulates 
mechanical stress, cell shape, architecture and signaling. During muscle 
development, growth, and regeneration, there is a dynamic balance of 
remodeling enzymes such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and tis-
sue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs), which control the integrity 

senescent cells accumulate that are alive, but cease to divide. Senescent 
cells produce a suite of cytokines, growth factors, and proteases, known 
as the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP)73. Transient 
secretion of SASP components, such as platelet-derived growth factor 
A (PDGF-A) has been shown to be beneficial for tissue repair when 
produced by fibroblasts and endothelial cells in an acute response to 
skin damage74. This finding is consistent with the attenuated muscle 
tissue aging observed when the release of SASP-associated cytokines is 
reduced upon conditional ablation of senescent cells in a mouse model 
of accelerated aging60. By contrast, persistent SASP pathway activation 
has deleterious effects. For example, chronic p16Ink4a expression in geri-
atric mice leads to an accumulation of senescent MuSCs and impaired 
regeneration, which can be circumvented by conditional ablation of 
the senescent cells56. These results suggest that in muscle, the transient 
expression of SASP components, such as inflammatory cytokines, can 
augment regeneration, whereas persistent expression of SASP compo-
nents impedes repair (Fig. 2).

Mesenchymal stem cells, fibro-adipogenic progenitors, and fibro-
blasts. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), which include the fibro-adipogenic  
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characterized by a Young’s modulus (E). The Young’s modulus describes the 
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Tissue culture substrates such as polystyrene and glass have typical Young’s 
moduli of ~106 kPa (ref. 114). In aging and muscular dystrophy, skeletal 
muscles become progressively fibrotic, resulting in increased rigidity92,93. 
(b) For muscle stem cells from aged mice, a soft 12-kPa matrix (mimicking 
the rigidity of healthy skeletal muscle31) supports muscle stem cell self-
renewal expansion in synergy with targeted inhibition of the p38a/b MAPK 
signaling pathway29. A soft matrix alone supports aged MuSC maintenance 
whereas a stiff (106 kPa) matrix induces the differentiation of aged 
MuSCs. Cells sense the rigidity of their surrounding substrate through a 
variety of adhesion-dependent signaling pathways, which result in cellular 
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MAPK pathways (p38, ERK, JNK) and Rho/Rho-associated kinase (ROCK) 
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leading to YAP/TAZ transcription factor translocalization115. Together, these 
and other adhesion-activated signaling pathways confer sensitivity to matrix 
stiffness in numerous cell types.
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matrix elasticity is sensed by integrin-focal adhesion complexes and 
their engagement with the actin-myosin network, causing alterations 
in RhoA GTPase activity102. Such alterations could result in transloca-
tion of the YAP/TAZ complex from the cytoplasm to the nucleus of 
MuSCs, leading to changes in differentiation-associated gene expres-
sion, as shown in various cell types including mammary epithelial and 
mesenchymal stem cells103,104. Notably, rigidity per se does not maintain 
aged stem cell function in culture. Instead, a combination of biophysical 
(12-kPa rigidity) and biochemical cues (p38a/b MAPK inhibitor) is 
necessary29. These findings highlight the interplay between extrinsic and 
intrinsic regulators of MuSC function and that homeostasis between the 
two is crucial. Remarkably, although as shown by parabiosis, extrinsic 
serum factors can rejuvenate regenerative function, intrinsic changes 
within MuSCs that accumulate with aging can also profoundly impact 
regeneration (Figs. 2 and 3).

Cell fate polarity. Stem cell dysfunction can be caused by changes in 
biophysical properties, which alter cell polarity. Asymmetrical stem-cell 
division, which entails production of two daughter cells with different 
cell fates, is typical of normal myogenesis. Apical-basal polarity cues 
orient the mitotic spindle perpendicular to the basement membrane (in 
skin and gut epithelium) or basal lamina (in muscle fibers) to induce 
asymmetric stem cell division, leading to the generation of a daughter 
cell that proliferates and one that remains quiescent7,105,106. The ECM 
and signaling proteins in the microenvironment, such as fibronectin or 
Wnt7a, direct symmetric MuSC self-renewal divisions, and a decline 
in their abundance in muscle stem cell niches in aging could result in 
exhaustion of the stem cell pool100, The underlying mechanisms for 
these cell fate changes may include epigenetic modifications. As many 
as 1,800 genes are associated with repressive H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 
epigenetic marks in aged mouse muscles107. Specific examples include 
a complex of Pax7 to the histone methyltransferases ASH2L and MLL, 
which activates a number of myogenic genes108. Additionally, p38a/b 
MAPK, which is known to be in a complex with polycomb repressive 
complex 2, leads to the H3K27me repressive mark on the Pax7 promoter, 
could have a role in this gene repression57. Thus, we posit that aging-
related aberrant p38 MAPK signaling may lead to specific heritable epi-
genetic changes in MuSCs that limit their self-renewal function.

Conclusion and future outlook
Muscle tissue homeostasis actively maintains a balance between qui-
escence and repair to ensure future tissue regeneration. Extrinsic fac-
tors, which include inflammatory cytokines, growth factors and SASP 
components, promote embryonic muscle development and early adult 
myogenesis. These factors can derive from the circulation or neighbor-
ing cell types such as FAPs, fibroblasts and immune cells, as discussed 
herein, and other cell types which also play important roles, including 
adipocytes, endothelial cells, mesoangioblasts, PW1+ interstitial cells 
and myofibroblasts109–111. However, the cumulative exposure to these 
factors over an organism’s lifetime alters the MuSC-intrinsic capacity 
to regenerate muscle damage. These intrinsic changes include constitu-
tively phosphorylated p38a/b MAPK, Rb, Stat3, and p16Ink4a. Resolving 
whether intrinsic or extrinsic influences within the stem cell compart-
ment or tissue are causal or dominant will require the deconstruction of 
the niche, which can be addressed with biomimetic tools in which the 
matrix and MuSC functions can be varied independently. By targeting 
genes that are transiently active in the course of muscle regeneration 
important insights can be gained into the regulatory networks that go 
awry in the aging process. In particular, resolving the dynamics and 
cell sources of inflammatory cytokine signals that are altered in aging 
should greatly enhance our understanding of the dysregulated repair 
process. A more comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms 

of the ECM83. In aging, this balance is disrupted by a persistent inflam-
matory response that increases fibrosis, leading to altered composition 
of the muscle tissue ECM and increased tissue rigidity. For example, 
IL-6–mediated induction of MMP9 (ref. 84) converts the matrix-tethered 
latent TGF-b complex to an active form85. The active TGF-b subsequently 
stimulates matrix deposition in several cell types within muscle tissue, 
including myofibroblasts, leading to increased matrix rigidity86.

During aging, fibrotic and adipogenic cells increase in muscle and the 
extracellular matrix composition of myofibers is altered, affecting the 
biochemical and biophysical microenvironment of muscle stem cells87. 
The normally laminin-rich myofiber ECM shifts toward a composition 
enhanced in collagen IV (refs. 88,89), but with reduced collagen VI lev-
els90. These alterations are commensurate with changes in the ability of 
the myofiber ECM to retain glycoproteins such as osteopontin, which 
bind heparan sulfate and other proteoglycans91. Furthermore, such pro-
tein composition changes could account for biomechanical changes to 
the myofiber basal lamina and muscle epimysium that have been shown 
to accompany aging. These changes lead to a more rigid tissue microen-
vironment92,93. In studies using biomimetic niches, substrates with an 
elastic stiffness of young adult skeletal muscle (~12 kPa Young’s modu-
lus, the characteristic elastic rigidity of a material), which is five orders of 
magnitude softer than traditonal tissue culture plastic), promote MuSC 
self-renewal29,31 and myoblast differentiation94,95 (Fig. 4). In contrast, 
much softer or more rigid substrates result in a loss of MuSCs owing to 
decreased survival or increased myogenic commitment31. These results 
demonstrate that the composition and mechanics of the MuSC niche 
are altered with aging, and that these alterations can impede MuSC self-
renewal in response to injury.

Binding of ECM molecules to specific integrin receptors affects intra-
cellular signaling by, for example, by triggering activation of PI3K and 
Rac1–MAPK pathways that induce MuSC activation and differentia-
tion96,97. Syndecan3, a transmembrane heparan sulfate proteoglycan 
(HSPG) facilitates Notch activation, which promotes MuSC self-
renewal and inhibits differentiation98. Collagen VI increases satellite 
cell numbers and promotes regeneration99. Fibronectin binding to the 
Syndecan4/Frizzled complex disrupts the asymmetric self-renewal of 
MuSCs, thereby promoting Wnt7a-mediated symmetrical muscle stem 
cell expansion100. The Par3 complex mediates asymmetric segregation of 
MuSCs with active (phosphorylated) and inactive p38a/b MAPK, which 
yields committed and uncommitted daughter cells55,58. Perturbations in 
the FGFR–p38 signaling axis that arise in aging disrupt this asymmet-
ric division mechanism, leading to an increase in symmetrically com-
mitted cells55. Thus, alterations in ECM homeostasis can have a major 
impact on stem cell function in regeneration. Although the effects of 
ECM changes on MuSC function in the course of aging remain to be 
determined, they are likely to contribute to the disruption of muscle 
tissue homeostasis and regenerative failure.

Cells are sensitive to changes in matrix rigidity, which is generally 
characterized by the Young’s modulus (Fig. 4). Exposure of multipotent 
mesenchymal stem cells to such changes in biophysical properties of 
substrates triggered altered gene expression typical of myogenic, chon-
drogenic, adipogenic, and osteogenic cell types101. The maintenance of 
MuSC self-renewal function relies heavily on rigidity, as when plated on 
traditional plastic dishes, stem cell function is lost. By contrast, if the 
matrix is synthesized to mimic the rigidity of muscle tissue (five orders 
of magnitude less stiff), stem cell function is retained, as shown by trans-
plantation of young MuSCs after culture on soft hydrogels (12 kPa)31.

Cells sense their mechanical and topological environments through a 
number of membrane and cytoskeletal proteins that trigger signal trans-
duction cascades. Although these mechanisms have not been fully elu-
cidated with respect to MuSC mechanosensitivity, in other cell systems, 
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underlying the progressive disruption of tissue homeostasis will illu-
minate new therapeutic targets for regeneration.

MuSCs are not a homogeneous population even in young mice, and 
MuSC heterogeneity increases during aging14,16,25,29,56,62–64. To under-
stand the significance of these changes with aging, single-cell studies 
(for example, transcriptome, proteome, and time-lapse lineage track-
ing) are needed in which multiple parameters can be simultaneously 
correlated. Further, prospective isolation of stem cell subsets harboring 
a constellation of markers identified by such single-cell analyses must 
be assayed for their ability to repair muscle damage in vivo. Such studies 
will enhance our understanding of the parameters that regulate muscle 
tissue homeostasis in young and aged muscles and how they might be 
perturbed to rejuvenate aged muscles.

The findings from serial transplantation experiments show that aged 
MuSCs have a persistent impairment—a “memory” that is inherited in 
their progeny (Fig. 3). Aberrantly regulated signaling and transcrip-
tion factors are likely to lead to epigenetic changes in aged MuSCs that 
account for their heritable memory in serial transplants; aged or geri-
atric MuSCs serially transplanted into young recipients have potent 
regenerative capacity, whereas rejuvenated MuSCs transplanted into 
aged or geriatric mice are impaired25,27,29,55,56. We hypothesize that, 
in part, a short-term stem cell memory may be re-enforced and com-
mitted to long-term memory by feedback signaling between more 
‘impaired senescent’ MuSCs and ‘youthful’ MuSCs, similar to that of the 
‘bad neighbors, good citizens’ model described during cellular senes-
cence112. What constitutes the molecular constituents of this memory 
and whether MuSCs can be taught to forget are the goals of future 
studies. Notably, the model of MuSC regenerative decline described 
herein for mice must be validated for human MuSCs and muscle tissues. 
Clearly, both intrinsic and extrinsic regulators will need to be taken into 
account in designing therapeutic strategies to enhance regeneration of 
damaged muscles.
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